PREVENTING
MATERIAL HANDLING
INJURIES AT THE WORLD’S
LARGEST RETAILER
Proving a Case for Scalability with
StrongArm’s FUSE Risk Management Platform

We’ve never had a safety program that’s
so associate-driven, so clearly put in place
to protect the wellbeing or our people.
The FUSE Sensor is easy to use for the
associates, and the results are easy to
decipher and act on for management.”
— Senior Regional Asset Protection

INTRODUCTION
The world’s largest retailer is well-known for scaling a supply chain that delivers everyday goods
around the world while also fortifying a grocery business that had grown to become the largest in
North America. With both business verticals booming, the retailer employs hundreds of thousands
of workers tasked with prolific manual material handling needs each shift. As a champion of
worker safety, a leading-edge technology was needed to minimize ergonomic injury rates at scale
and pinpoint potential areas of risk before they became a bigger problem.
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SITUATION
For a global retailer employing millions of workers, or Industrial
Athletes, worldwide - and hundreds of thousands across more
than 100 grocery distribution centers in North America alone
- the demands on its supply chain are enormous. To meet the
growing consumer need for its products - the majority of which
are shipped and delivered to stores all in the same day - clear
lines of communication through every channel of the business
were paramount, efficiency are key, and above all, the safety of
each and every employee is championed every day, every shift,
without exception.

Even with a stellar track record compared to the industry
average, given the scale of the organization, hundreds of
Industrial Athletes were still getting injured material handling on
the job each year. Being a company that invests in its people’s
safety and wellbeing, and having a goal of zero annual OSHA
incidences, leadership sought one innovative, actionable safety
solution deployable at scale.

SOLUTION
StrongArm’s FUSE Risk Management Platform was
identified as an ideal solution for two critical reasons: 1) At
its size, the global retailer needed something that was easy
to deploy and easy to use; and 2) Predictive data meant the
company could be proactive in identifying high risk and act
before injuries occurred.
Originally, FUSE was deployed across two distribution centers
that were seeing above average OIRs (OSHA Incidence Rates),
one retail and one grocery, for a six-month timeframe to prove
its value by reducing risk and ultimately preventing ergonomic
material handling injuries.

week simple split test where Haptic Feedback, or vibrational
alerts, were introduced with the goal of achieving statistically
significant risk-reduction results.
At the conclusion of the subsequent continuous improvement
intervention phase, the partnership was scaled to include a
total of eight distribution centers with high OIRs - four retail
and four grocery - across a broadened set of highly physical
job functions, including loading, sorting and order-filling. The
program supported 3,000 daily participants for a period of 12
months with the stated goal of replicating or exceeding the
injury reduction results seen in the original pilot, but at scale.

The focus was behavioral change at the Industrial Athlete
level, utilizing a one-month baseline phase followed by a six-
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BENEFIT
As a process-oriented organization known to do rigorous duediligence on new solutions, the global retailer chose FUSE based
on two key competitive advantages:

SCALABILITY:
FUSE can seamlessly enable tens of thousands of users across
the network on a daily basis with minimal oversight and upkeep.
Given the need for scale, maintenance and ease of use were
among this company’s top concerns and the FUSE Platform’s
simple and secure IT infrastructure, remote management
system, Smart-Dock sensor assignment and direct to athlete
communication made it the clear pick.

DATA FIDELITY AND GRANULARITY:
FUSE ergonomic data is captured 12.5 times per second,
delivered across an organization in a variety of simple, intuitive
reports to meet the needs of everyone in the value chain. From
high-level Safety Scores for Industrial Athletes to granular
ergonomic indicators delivered in real time for engineers,
everyone benefits from FUSE leading indicator risk data.

SUCCESS
My dad and brothers have worked in this industry for years,
and have received their fair share of Cortisone shots to deal
with the resulting pain. They took one look at the FUSE Sensor
and told me to be thankful my company cares about worker
safety. I used to think it was kind of invasive; now I don’t
even notice I’m wearing it.”
— Seasoned Shipping Loader, Utah

The initial pilot was a resounding success, resulting in a 34%
reduction in material handling injuries year over year for both
distribution centers involved.
Within the first six months of the scaled program, StrongArm
delivered an average 54% reduction in ergonomic material
handling injuries year over year across all eight participating
distribution centers — a 20% improvement, when applied at

3,000

Daily Participating
Industrial Athletes
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scale, from the original pilot that translated to a staggering
projected 12-month ROI of 355% on 7-figure spend.
Given the results and proven ability to prevent injury at scale,
the company plans to continue to deploy FUSE Sensors in
batches of eight distribution centers on a rolling basis, targeting
those with the highest OIR rates first.
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